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Advances in Biometrics: Sensors, Algorithms and SystemsSpringer, 2007
Biometrics technology continues to stride forward with its wider acceptance and its real need in various new security facets of modern society. From simply logging on to a laptop to crossing the border of a country, biometrics is being called upon to meet the growing challenges of identity management.

With contributions from academia and...
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Encyclopedia of American Indian Wars 1492-1890ABC Clio, 1997
Clashes between European powers and the indigenous peoples of the Americas began almost immediately upon the arrival of the first Europeans on the shores of the New World. Such conflict seems inevitable in retrospect, and perhaps it should have been expected at the outset as well. The great disparity between the two cultures,...
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Soft Computing: Techniques and its Applications in Electrical Engineering (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Intuitive consciousness/ wisdom is also one of the frontline areas in soft computing, which has to be always cultivated by meditation. This book is an introduction to some new fields in soft computing with its principal components of fuzzy logic, ANN and EA and it is hoped that it would be quite useful to study the fundamental concepts on these...
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Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
The vast majority of users utilize the Korn Shell or some variant of the Bourne Shell, such as bash.  Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24 Hours covers these shells. It begins with a generalized tutorial of Unix and tools and then moves into detailed coverage of shell programming. Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24...
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Camping Grounds: Public Nature in American Life from the Civil War to the Occupy MovementOxford University Press, 2021

	An exploration of the hidden history of camping in American life that connects a familiar recreational pastime to camps for functional needs and political purposes.

	

	Camping appears to be a simple proposition, a time-honored way of getting away from it all. Pack up the car and hit the road in search of a...
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The Routledge Companion to Sexuality and Colonialism (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2021

	Unique in its global and interdisciplinary scope, this collection brings together comparative insights across European, Ottoman, Japanese, and US imperial contexts while spanning colonized spaces in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. Drawing on interdisciplinary perspectives...
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MCSE: SQL Server 2000 Design Study Guide (Exam 70-229)Sybex, 2001
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-229, Designing and     Implementing Databases with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Enterprise     Edition:

	In-depth coverage of every exam objective--all     the information you need to know     
	Practical information on designing and     implementing a...
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Race, Religion and Law in Colonial India: Trials of an Interracial FamilyCambridge University Press, 2011

	How did British rule in India transform persons from lower social classes? Could Indians from such classes rise in the world by marrying Europeans and embracing their religion and customs? This book explores such questions by examining the intriguing story of an interracial family who lived in southern India in the mid-nineteenth century. The...
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Sign Languages in Contact (Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities Series, Vol. 13)Gallaudet University Press, 2007

The 13th Volume in the Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities Series  This volume collects for the first time various accounts of contact between sign languages throughout the world, presenting an exciting opportunity to further understand the structural and social factors of this linguistic component in Deaf communities. Editor...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: South AmericaMacmillan Technical, 1994
This volume addresses the cultures of South America south of Panama. As the fourth-largest continent and the southernmost part of the New World land masses, South America encompasses 17,814,435 square kilometers. The continent is politically divided into twelve sovereign republics-Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana,...
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From Raj to Republic: Sovereignty, Violence, and Democracy in India (South Asia in Motion)Stanford University Press, 2021

	BETWEEN 1946 AND 1952, the British Raj, the world’s largest colony,

	was transformed into the Republic of India, the world’s largest democracy.

	Independence, the Constituent Assembly Debates, the founding of the

	Republic, and India’s first universal franchise general election took place

	amid the violence and...
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Biological Control of Insect Pests Using Egg ParasitoidsSpringer, 2013

	The theme of the book is highly relevant to the current emphasis on environment conservation, with focus on native biodiversity conservation in agro-ecosystems. The current impetus being given to organic farming and export oriented agri-hortculture in the country calls for access to relevant scientific knowledge base among the stakeholders....
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